Electrotaxis of lung cancer cells in a multiple-electric-field chip.
We report a microfluidic cell culture chip that was used for long-term electrotaxis study on a microscope. The cellular response under three different electric field strengths was studied in a single channel microfluidic chip. Electric field (EF) inside the microchamber was numerically simulated and compared to the measured value. Lung cancer cell lines with high and weak metastasis potential, CL1-5 and CL1-0, respectively, were used to demonstrate the function of the multi-field chip (MFC). The two cell lines exhibited greatly different response under the applied EF of E=74-375 mV/mm. CL1-5 cells migrated toward the anode while CL1-0 cells did not show obvious response. Under the applied EF, cell orientation was observed accompanying the cell migration. Judging from the different temporal responses of the orientation and the migration, it is proposed that the two EF-induced responses may involve different signaling pathways.